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Dear Guardians / parents, 
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. This is to inform all the concerned that the Seco

Foundation

inou

I Examinatior
Date: 2076-05-19

is scheduled as follows:
CIass

Date
IV& V VI VTI VIII IX x

2076-6-l
Wednesday

Maths Maths- I Social Nepali C. Maths Opt. Maths

2076-6-2
Thursday

Science
English- I

(Buzz\
English- I

(Buzzl OBTE + Health Computer /
Accountancy

Computer /
Accountancv

2076-6-5
Sunday

Nepali- I Science Maths- I C. Maths Opt. Maths C. Maths

2076-6-6
Monday

Computer +
Drawins Social Studies Science Social Studies Nepali Social

Studies

2076-6-7
Tuesday

Social
Studies +

G. K.

Computer +
Maths- II Health * Moral Science

Social
Studies

EPH

2016-6-8
Wednesday

English- I
(Buzz\ Nepali

Computer +
Maths- II

Computer /
Accountancy English Science

2016-6-9
Thursday

English- II
(ORC)

English- II
(ORC)

English- lI
(ORC)

Opt. Maths +
Enslish- II (ORC) Science English

2076-6-10
Friday Nepali- il Health + Moral Nepali English- I EPH Nepali

1. The clearance of all the fees and dues (if any) up to Ashwin 2076,is necessary for obtaining Examination Entrance
Card..

2. Students must stay in the exam hall for minimum two hours or as per the time mentioned in the question paper
for less than two hours.

3. Students are not allowed to miss the examination. A prior written application with convincing evidences is
compulsory in case of emergency.

4. The examination of the absentees with prior approval from the school will be rescheduled after the concerned
term result.

5. In case of disturbances, the examination of the paper concerned will take place immediately the next day of the
last exam.

6. Everyday examination begins at 10:30 a.m. sharp. Time for each sutrject will be as mentioned in the question
papers.

7. Examinees should reach their examination hall half an hour earlier on the first day and fifteen minutes earlier on
the other days.

8. Examinees will be permitted to enter the examination hall everyday only ten minutes earlier, but the examinees
coming half an hour Iater for any reason will not be allowed to enter the examination hall.

9. Examinees must come in proper school uniform. Wearing jackets, hats, bangles, chains, lockets, shawls, etc is
strictly restricted.

10. Examinees must bring Entrance Card along with other stationary required in the examination hall.
11. Examinees are not allowed to eat or chew anything in the examination hall.
12. Examinees are not allowed to disturb the examination hall by any means (e.g. asking for pens, pencils, geometry-

box, eraser etc.)
13. Copying by any means may result in the expulsion of the examinee of the paper concerned.
14. Examinees must write their name, class, roll no., section, clearly in the answer sheets.
15. As far as possible examinees are required to write their answers serially Iike l, 2, 3.... , 8, b, c etc.
16. Examinees are not allowed to write anything except marking ticks in the question paper.
17. Examinees should use blue ink only. Ball pens are not allowed. They can change the ink with prior permission of

the invigilator.
19 Examinees can go to toilet only once during the examination (only between the first and warning bell).
20. Examinees should leave answer papers, questions and pens in the examination hall white going to toilet.
21. The result of the make-up examination will be followed by an asterisk (*). flo-wever, the marks with asterisk (*)

will not be calculated for the purpose of merit position. /.-)^\\Y' \\N
viiQ\rffi6uu'
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